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government” that included Gahal as well as Mapam, with the right- wing party having 
more power and influence than Mapai’s ostensible “sister party.” Mapam’s weakness 
was clearly shown in its reluctant support of free- market policies that ran counter to its 
socialist ideology, “in contrast with the ‘partnership while in conflict’ stance Mapam 
had taken during its previous stint in government” (p. 158). A further blow to the labor 
movement as a whole took place with the establishment of the Gush Emunim (Bloc of 
the Faithful), the national- religious movement in 1974. Gush Emunim’s goal, the cre-
ation of a string of Jewish settlements in the heart of the West Bank, made use of the 
historic symbolism of the settlement ethos of the Labor Zionist kibbutz movement, 
thus discrediting some of the erstwhile prestige of Hakibbutz Haartzi.

And finally: “On Election Day, May 17, 1977, the labor movement’s worst fears 
were realized. . . . Twenty years earlier, the stage for the upheaval had been set. Now it 
played out” (p. 221).

The process of the decline of the labor movement is a decisive phase in Israel’s 
history. Elmaliach succeeds in analyzing the process via an examination of Mapam, 
which stood at the very heart of the movement. His book is an important contribution 
to the research pertaining to Israeli society and the Israeli political world.

Yechiam Weitz
University of Haifa

Sharon Geva, Haishah mah omeret? Nashim beyisrael bishnot hamedinah harishonot 
(Women in the State of Israel: The Early Years). Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 2020. 
293 pp.

Written from the perspective of a contemporary feminist, Sharon Geva’s engaging 
book offers a critical review of women’s status and rights in Israel of the 1950s, 
through the lens of women’s magazines and newspaper columns. Geva provides 
ample empirical proof for the justified criticism voiced by Israeli feminists as early as 
the 1970s— namely, women’s equality in Israel was nothing but a myth. Geva’s book 
covers significant topics pertaining to gender inequality and women’s everyday lives. 
She validates previous studies, and therefore this book is not a revisionist history.

Geva dedicates the first chapter to women as citizens, describing Israel’s few female 
Knesset members and their parliamentary work as well as that of the single female 
cabinet member, Golda Meyerson (Meir); local council members (and one mayor); 
and their female constituencies. Women who were elected to office, argues Geva, were 
loyal to the national cause more than to the advancement of women’s rights and status. 
Moreover, those who wished to promote women’s rights needed to convince their own 
party members, as they were unable to collaborate with women across party lines.

In the following chapter, Geva examines women’s role as mothers, criticizing Israeli 
women for adhering to the dictate that a woman’s main role in life is motherhood. 
She opens the chapter with the depiction of a small minority of subversive women 
who supported peace and vehemently condemned any kind of violence, whether that 
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of Palestinian “infiltrators” killing Jewish women and children, or violence on the 
part of the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF). Most of these women were Communists. 
In what follows, Geva criticizes the majority of Jewish Israeli mothers for their deep 
devotion to their nation and for raising their children to become loyal soldiers. The 
chapter covers additional issues, ranging from the physical conditions in maternity 
wards (dreadful) to those in schools (poor) to public campaigns aimed at increasing 
the Jewish birthrate (for Geva, an unfathomable infringement of women’s control 
over their bodies, though most Jewish women of that time did not complain). She also 
discusses the legal status of abortions (illegal, though the law was not enforced). Geva 
traces the hierarchy of motherhood constructed by the hegemonic veteran Ashkenazi 
society in the 1950s. Mizrahi mothers (and fathers, for that matter) were at the bottom 
of the ladder, considered unfit to fulfill their roles without guidance.

Chapter 3 presents women’s role both as housewives and in the labor market. 
During the early 1950s, most Jewish women felt that a woman’s role was to keep 
house. Only 25 percent of married women held paid jobs, most of them in “femi-
nine” occupations such as nursing or teaching. Men were considered to be the main 
providers, whereas women’s work was perceived merely as a complimentary source 
of income. Even women who developed a career were expected to take care of house-
hold chores, since performing such tasks was felt to detract from a man’s masculinity.

Most columnists, Geva finds, guarded the wall separating women from men. 
“Without a woman there is no home,” wrote Sara Tsur in Laishah magazine (quoted 
on p. 187), while a columnist for ’Al hamishmar warned against the lack of domestic 
training for girls: “How do girls make their way in the business of keeping a home, 
when for 12 years, they have been trained for different things entirely?” (p. 199). At 
times, however, criticism over the lack of equality was voiced: “It would a good thing 
if a boy learned to lend a helping hand and perform some household chores. He should 
learn how to sew a button or prepare a light meal by himself. He should not be raised 
as a parasite . . . ” (p. 202). Rachel Galek voiced her grievances more explicitly: “I hate 
myself for being so compulsive toward myself; for the emotional weakness that stems 
the rebellious fire burning within me. I hate myself for not having enough courage to 
allow myself just once to escape the daily cycle” (pp. 224– 225). Geva presents these 
lone voices with much enthusiasm. In her book’s conclusion, she argues that Israeli 
women played the role they were assigned by men, with only a few of them rebelling 
against the hegemonic patriarchal order.

Geva’s book offers a first- of- its- kind feminist history of Israeli women in the 
1950s. It has, however, a few weaknesses, the main one being its judgmental tone. 
Historians, as Marc Bloch argued, should attempt to understand the society they are 
studying rather than judging it.1 Blaming women (who are clearly victims of patri-
archy) for their own marginalization is akin to blaming the poor for being poor. The 
role of the historian is to offer cultural, psychological, or economic explanations, not 
to cast blame. Geva’s methodological strategy— relying almost solely on the press 
for her sources— is also problematic, as it yields a black and white picture. Had she 
chosen to rely on archival sources, or at least more broadly on previous research, a 
more nuanced picture would have emerged.2

When discussing her methodology, Geva acknowledges the fact that only veteran 
Ashkenazi women held paid jobs as journalists, and therefore only their point of view 
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was actually heard. We learn much less about immigrants from Muslim countries. 
The latter are mostly presented in this book as victims of the oppressive and racist 
Ashkenazi hegemony. Tracing the voices of immigrants from Muslim countries is in-
deed a difficult task.3 Yet even when an opportunity presents itself, Geva misses out. 
While she focuses on the oppressors, she disregards the message conveyed by Mizrahi 
women. One such striking example is brought in a survey among female veterans in 
Haaretz. Geva writes: “New immigrants saw their military service as a major contri-
bution to their nation and an empowering experience,” and adds a quote by a young 
woman from Morocco: “Moving from a makeshift housing unit [badon] to the IDF 
is like immigrating from a Moroccan village to Tel Aviv” (p. 77). Like most scholars, 
Geva argues that female soldiers in the 1950s were marginalized in the Israeli army. 
Notwithstanding, a more complex approach would have been able to accommodate the 
voices of immigrant women who felt differently, and thus grant them agency. As some 
scholars have already shown, the myth of gender equality itself enabled some women, 
Mizrahi included, to improve their status and sense of control over their lives.4

Orit Rozin
Tel Aviv University
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Walter L. Hixson, Israel’s Armor: The Israel Lobby and the First Generation of the 
Palestine Conflict. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2019. xi +  313 pp.

Israel’s Armor is an extraordinarily strange and problematic book. Its main goal, as its 
author emphasizes from the first page, is “to analyze the foundations and early history of 
a critical component of a special relationship: the pro- Israeli lobby,” which, he claims,

played a “crucial role in mobilizing US support for the Zionist state” (p. 1). From 
the outset, Walter L. Hixson’s distorted view of Jewish history is on display, as he 
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